Solar’s Place in Our Renewable Energy Supply
Until recent complications delayed worldwide
supply chains, renewable energy installations
including solar projects were on the rise, with
costs decreasing as production efficiencies
increased. These installations are a necessary
component for meeting our national carbon
reduction goal of 50% (from 2005 levels)
by 2030. In spite of recent supply chain
delays and other complicating factors, future
large utility-scale solar projects continue to
hold great promise in Michigan as part of a
diversified power supply portfolio.

Space Required for Solar
Large utility-scale solar projects require a
significant amount of land space. According
to the Brookings Institute, “Wind and solar
generation require at least 10 times as much
land per unit of power produced than coalor natural gas-fired power plants, including
land disturbed to produce and transport the
fossil fuels.”
For example, the Watervliet Solar installation
near St. Joseph required 53,750 solar panels
and 35 acres of land (over 26 football
fields) providing 4.6 MW of generated
power to the grid (7.6 acres per
MW). By contrast, the former
coal-powered JB Sims site
produced 80 MW of power
on approximately 25 acres
(0.3 acres per MW), 25 times
fewer acres per MW than the
Watervliet solar installation.

Cheap, Renewable
Electricity Generation
Though solar may require more land than
conventional power sources, it has made
huge strides in cost and efficiency. In 2011,
the Department of Energy’s Solar Energy
Technologies Office (SETO) began a program
called the SunShot Initiative, with a goal of
making solar generation competitive with
traditional generation by 2020. According
to the Department of Energy, “in 2020, large
utility-scale systems produced electricity at
a levelized (life-cycle) cost below 5¢/kWh in
locations with average sunlight, and as low as
3.5¢/kWh in the sunniest parts of the country,
making it one of the least expensive forms of
new electricity generation.”

13%

Tariffs & Supply Chain
Delays

As communities around Michigan and the
Midwest consider implementing cleaner
energy sources, ideal land conditions
for utility scale solar projects and other
renewable energy generation are stricter than
conventional power plants were years ago.
Solar farms require large, flat, unobstructed
stretches of land, whereas traditional power
plants are limited mainly by infrastructure
for their fuel sources (rail or water for coal,
pipelines for natural gas). This shift in the
location of power generation raises new
questions for local communities and their
ordinances.

In addition to local trepidation, solar also
faces a supply chain shortage in the wake
of the global pandemic. “About 80% of our
solar panels are imported,” said MPPA CEO
and General Manager Patrick Bowland.
“With tariff concerns and steel and copper
shortages in the market compounding
ordinance issues, it can take anywhere
from 4-8 years from land acquisition to
connecting solar farms to the grid.”

According to a 2019 study of solar ordinances
done by the Michigan Office of Climate
and Energy, “fewer than 20% of Michigan
communities have zoning regulations in
place to address all scales of SES (solar
energy systems).” Without established
guidance in most communities, solar
permitting can face delays as a community
decides the future of dedicating land to solar.

Scientists have been improving silicon solar
cell technology for nearly 70 years since
Bell Laboratory’s first practical solar cell was
created in 1954, which was 4% efficient
and a breakthrough for the time. Modern
commercial panels range in efficiency from
15-20% according to Energy Sage, but the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory in
Colorado has reported new solar technologies
nearing 50% efficiency.
In order to have enough solar
generation to meet GHBLP’s
Peak Load of 66MW (assuming
the sun is shining bright), 13% of
the City of Grand Haven’s Land Area (5.77
square miles) would be required.

Building Generation in New
Places

Solar Module Efficiency Improvements Over Time
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Supply chain delays have affected solar
significantly in the last year, and Reuters
recently reported that, “More than 1.7
gigawatts of proposed solar capacity was
canceled during the permitting stage in
2021, according to an analysis by Wood
Mackenzie conducted for Reuter.”

Grand Haven’s Future with
Solar
As solar power generation becomes
cheaper, more efficient and more prevalent,
we look forward to the ways in which we
can sustainably power our community.
Grand Haven BLP currently sources about
8% of its power supply from solar sources
across the state, and this percentage will
no doubt increase as newly contracted
resources are installed. Learn more about
what makes up Grand Haven’s power
purchases at ghblp.org/power-supplyportfolio.

Dorm Safety 101

Power Restoration
The GHBLP works hard to provide the most
reliable service possible. Rest assured, if the
power is out, we are on it!

The length of time it takes to
restore power depends on
several factors including:

Support Renewables with
the Green Energy Program

The car is loaded and check-in is about to start
on college campuses across the country. While
you want to have all the comforts of home at
school, there are some electrical safety tips to
keep in mind as you set up your new space.

How You Can Sign Up
Looking for ways to make your energy
consumption more environmentally
friendly? With our Green Energy
Program, you can ensure that some
or all of your power is generated from
renewable sources.

• Do not overload electrical outlets, power
strips or extension cords.

• Use power strips with overcurrent

• Only purchase and use electrical products

a
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tested for safety. Some commonly approved
safety labels include UL, CSA and MET.

• Do not hang decorative lights with nails or
tacks; always use plastic hooks.

• Unplug small appliances when not in use

and all electronics when away for extended
periods.

• Keep all electrical appliances and cords
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Register for the Green Energy Program
and the Grand Haven Board of Light
& Power will purchase additional
renewable energy credits on your
behalf.

protectors. This will shut off the power if
there is too much power being drawn.
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Visit ghblp.org/green-energyprogram for more information or
contact our Customer Account
Representatives at 616-846-6250.

Event?

safely away from bedding, curtains,
papers, and other flammable materials.

• Do not put your cell phone on or under your
pillow or bedding. It could overheat or catch
fire.
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THANK YOU for your patience during outages.
When the lights go off, we are working safely
and efficiently to restore power. The safety of
our BLP employees, as well as those we serve,
is our TOP priority.
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